
BID MULTIPLIERS



Bid Multipliers is a number (between 0.01 and 1) that will be multiplied with ad set bid so that 
you can change your bid for the segment in your target audience. You can adjust your ad set 
level bid by Age, Gender, Device Type, Publisher, User OS, and User Device.

One of the key challenges advertisers face is the insufficient delivery for their ads often 
caused by over-segmenting campaigns into a large number of ad sets to bid differently for 
different audiences. Bid Multipliers is a solution that allows you to bid differently against 
various attributes within a single ad set to consolidate ad sets and improve delivery.



For example, from the insights of your past campaigns, smartphone users may perform better 
rather than desktop users, or an age group between 18-24 may convert better rather than 
25-34.

Bid Multipliers will help you to adjust your bids based on best-performing customer segments 
which will result in more direct bookings, lower cost per booking, and higher return on ad 
spend.



1- MANUAL MODE

You have two options to use Bid Multipliers; “Manual Mode” and “Marvin Mode”. Manual 
mode enables you to choose the available dimensions and set the multipliers manually. You 
can use manual mode if you have past insights from your campaigns, know which segments 
perform better or want to have full control over the multipliers you set.



Dimension Description

Age Bid differently based on age range (ex: 18-24, 65+).

Device Type Bid differently based on the device type (ex: mobile or 
desktop).

Gender Bid differently based on gender (ex: female).

Publisher Bid differently based on Publisher (ex: Facebook, Instagram, 
Audience Network, Messenger).

User Device Bid differently based on User Device (ex: iPhone). 

User OS Bid differently based on User OS (ex: iOS, Android). 



2- MARVIN MODE

Marvin Mode is best for those who don’t have clear past insights and lack the sufficient data to target particular 
segments. Or perhaps, you just don’t have the luxury of spending time on this analysis. Relax and let Marvin do 
the work for you. Marvin optimizes your Bid Multipliers, instead of you having to do it manually. Marvin will 
gather the analysis and optimize them based on past segment performances every night while you get some 
much needed shuteye. 



Dimension Description

Age Bid differently based on age range (ex: 18-24, 65+).

Device Type Bid differently based on the device type (ex: mobile or 
desktop).

Gender Bid differently based on gender (ex: female).

Publisher Bid differently based on Publisher (ex: Facebook, Instagram, 
Audience Network, Messenger).



● The value of a bid multiplier can range from 0.01 to 1. You can choose an arbitrary number from 0.01 to 1.

○ For example, let’s say you set bid multiplier 1.0 for 18-24 age group and 0.72 to 24-35. If your ad  

set bid is $10, the bid for the 18-24 audience will be $10 and $7.2 for 24-35.

● Bid multipliers requires that you set a maximum bid. Bid multipliers are applied to this maximum bid. If not 

set, Bid Multipliers will be disabled. 



● You can only use Bid Multipliers on the campaigns that are managed manually.

● Bid Multipliers can't be enabled for the ad sets that use Facebook's auto-bidding feature

● If the bid multipliers is already enabled then users won't be able to enable Marvin bidding & budget allocation. 

● Bid multipliers are not specific to an objective. (Ex: App Install, Traffic, Conversion etc.)

● Bid Multipliers are compatible with the following Facebook optimization goals: 

○ APP INSTALLS

○ CLICKS

○ LANDING PAGE VIEWS

○ LEAD GENERATION

○ OFFSITE CLICKS

○ OFFSITE CONVERSIONS



How to use Bid Multipliers (Manual Mode)



1- To set Bid Multipliers for the first time, you need to turn the toggle on Bid & Budget step. Whenever you turn 
the toggle on, It will automatically open Bid Multiplier setting modal.



2 - If Facebook Auto-Bidding is selected, Bid Multipliers toggle will be disabled, you must select Manual as “Bid 
Amount” and set a maximum bid.



3 - First, you need to select ad set(s) from the dropdown menu.



4- Select Ad Sets: 



5 - All the available ad sets will be shown in the dropdown menu.



6 - After selecting ad sets, you can choose the desired dimension to apply bid multipliers.



7 - After choosing a dimension, related options will be listed in the option dropdown menu.



8 - Default value will automatically appear after your first branch is created. The default value is 1. You can adjust 
your bids between the range from 0.01 to 1.



9 - By hovering on any dropdown in the canvas, the action button group will appear.

     - To add a new option click        icon.

     - To add a new dimension click         icon.

     - To delete a dimension or an option click         icon.



10 - To add a new group (it can be used for setting different bid multipliers to different ad set groups) you can 
click the plus button above the canvas.



11 - If some of the ad sets are assigned in a different group, you will see them in the dropdown menu in a 
disabled state.



12 - By clicking the ‘’Show Segmentation Summary’’ button, the summary of the segmentation and multipliers will 
expand on the screen. 



13-  When Bid Multipliers is set, you can see a recap in the Bid & Budget screen with Ad Set breakdowns.



13 - To make any changes, you can click the “Edit Bid Multiplier” button and the modal will pop-up.



How to use Bid Multipliers (Marvin Mode)



1- After you select your ad sets from the dropdown menu like in the Manual Mode, turn the toggle to switch from 
“Set Bid Multipliers Manually” to “Let Marvin optimize Bid Multipliers”.



2- When Marvin toggle is on, you’ll see four dimensions that Marvin will optimize bid multipliers for you. 
These dimension are: “Device Type”, “Gender”, “Age” and “Publisher”. You can unselect the dimensions you don’t want any 
optimization.. 



3- After you decide your dimension for Marvin Mode, you should select the metric for Marvin to optimize towards 
the selected metric.



4- After you select your metric, you have an option to choose No Revenue Optimization in which Marvin will 
maximize the number of conversions optimization metric you choose above, and if you select revenue optimization, 
it will maximize ROAS (Return on Ad Spend). 



5- And lastly, you should select your attribution window and click Save.



6 - To make any changes , you can click the “Edit Bid Multiplier” button and the modal will pop-up.



THANK YOU

For more information, please email hello@adphorus.com

mailto:hello@adphorus.com

